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FIRST TERM TEST
Text:

Education is central to preventing corruption. Even clear laws and regulations
and well-designed institutions will not be able to prevent corruption, unless citizens
actively demand accountability from government and institutions.

The attitudes and expectations of citizens are crucial in building a responsive
public administration. Therefore, fostering attitudes that do not tolerate corruption is at
the core of Transparency international’s (TI’s) work. Ethics education for young
people can help break the cycle of corruption, as today’s youth will become the
potential leaders of tomorrow.

However, anti-corruption education does not work in isolation. The
environment in which children grow up plays a decisive role in shaping their attitudes.
Ethics education must be part of a broader effort to improve governance and reduce
corruption.  Within this framework, children must have an appropriate and conducive
learning environment that values integrity.

I- The text is about: (01pt)
a- Corruption in business
b- Anti-Corruption education
c- Transparency International’s work

II- Say where the following statements are true or false according
to the text: (03)

a- Clear laws and regulations can eradicate corruption.
b- Transparency international encourages anti- corruption laws and

behaviors.
c- Children must be taught to respect integrity.

III- Answer the following questions about the text: (03pts)
a- What must citizens do to help fighting corruption?
b- Why isn’t anti- corruption education sufficient for children?

IV- Match each word with its definition: (02 pts)
Words Definitions

1- Preventing
2- Attitudes
3- Crucial
4- fostering

a- the ways you behave towards somebody /
something

b- encouraging something to develop
c- stopping something
d- extremely important



V. link each pair of sentences using providing that or as long as and the
correct verbs forms: (03 pts)
1. a. Ethics education for children (help) fighting corruption.

b. They (grow up) in an appropriate environment.
2. a. Citizens (not react) against corrupt behaviors of some workers.

b. Corruption (not stop) harming our society
VI- Put the verbs between brackets in the correct from : (03pts)

a- It’s high time citizens (play) their role in preventing corruption.
b- I wish our children (be) capable of eradicating corruption

someday.
c- I wish anti-corruption education (start) earlier.

VII- Underline the stressed syllable in each word : (02pts)
Mathematics – ethics – statistics – economics
VIII- Fill in each gap with one of the following words : (03 pts).
Anti-corruption / students / experiences / schools / corruption / secondary

Ethics education is very crucial to stop… (1)… It must relate to
the daily lives of the…(2)… and address real life conflicts of interests A lot
of…(3) … around the world have set up…(4)… projects and involved their
students in their realization. For example, in Georgia, the project focuses on
…(5)… school students who wrote about their…(6)… with corruption in a
national essay context.

Good luck


